ODP VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

SECTION DESCRIPTION

0-20 red (2.5YR 3/2) fine poorly sorted sands for, very low-angle lamination.

20-26 intercalated claystone and clay, very large red clasts of siliceous or chert clast up to 4 cm long with pale gray compact zones with surrounding red set. Very fine clasts of base of clay, which grades down into 26-44, which is fine red set with abundant small (2-5 cm) red, brown, yellow claystone intercalations.

44-135 red (10R 3/0) silty claystone with abundant intercalated up to 10 cm. Interbeds are similar in many cases. Outcrops show rock and lobe appearance.

134-140 red structureless silty clay.